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Abstract

Faced with these problems, we developed and implemented a new framework based on device
management database and Open Maintain Analysis Tools (OMAT) [1], a flexible and general
approach to manage resources in a complex environment with that significantly reduces manual
intervention. Novel aspects of the framework include a flexible configuration method for
configuring the relationship between device, service, and experiment; alarm policies that quickly
detect unallocated computing resources, and an operationally implementable way to quickly
generate a scheduling policy and make it effective. This framework is robust, flexible, and scalable
that can evolve with changes in resources and experiments.

The framework was designed to solve real problems encountered in the deployment of HTCondor,
a high throughput computing scheduler system at IHEP of Chinese Academy of Sciences.
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Conventional computing resource management systems use a system model to describe resources
and a scheduler to control their allocation, computing resources are divided into isolated parts to
provide computing services for different experiments. To improve resource utilization and reduce
the deployment complexity of differentiated operating environments, our computing resources are
configured to support a running environment of all HTC (high throughput computing) experiment
jobs. To prevent experiments with few computing resources from occupying a large amount of
extra computing resources for a long time, we configured the running jobs’ quota of each
experiment to ensure the fairness. The conventional computing resource management systems
does not adapt well to the ever-expanding resources scale and complex scheduling strategies.
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1.

Figure 1: HTC job status at IHEP in 24 hours (the figures display the number and distribution of
completed, queuing and running jobs group by experiment)
As the batch system for managing compute-intensive jobs of IHEP, HTCondor[8] is used to
manage the high throughput computing cluster. During HTC job distribution, each updated
resource allocation policy takes effect quickly by reconfiguration of the “StartD” service on the
corresponding node, so as to achieve the purpose of managing resources according to specific
needs. Based on this method, this article combines service monitoring, asset management and
data analysis technologies to design and implement a computing resource management system
suitable for HTCondor, which is used to ensure the stable operation of operations and improve
the success rate of operations.
This paper mainly studies how to collect and maintain the state of computing resources, how
to adjust the resource's job receiving strategy, and how to quickly make the strategy effective.
2.

Related Work
A principal consideration of resource management systems is the efficient assignment of
resources to customers. The problem of making such efficient assignments is referred to as the
resource allocation or scheduling problem, and it is commonly formulated in the context of a
scheduling model that includes a system model, which is an abstraction of the underlying
resources. The system model provides information to the allocator regarding the availability and
properties of resources at any point in time. The allocator uses this information to allocate
resources to tasks so as to optimize a stated performance metric.[9] Combined with the multiapplication shared scheduling scenario in IHEP, how to allocate resources to customers effectively
3
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Introduction
At IHEP (Institute of High Energy physics), local computing clusters provide high
throughput computing and high performance computing services. High throughput computing
cluster consist of more than 23,000 cpu cores and providing computing resources for many of the
experiments in which IHEP participates, including BESIII[2], DYW[3], CMS[4], LHAASO[5],
JUNO[6] etc. In order to improve resource utilization, each work node support all job runtime
environments of those experiments mentioned earlier, and configure the experiment quota at the
scheduler to keep the fairness among all the jobs. Under this scheduling strategy of resource
sharing[7], there are more than 100 million jobs are completed in the last year. As shown in figure
1, half a million jobs complete every day, more than 20,000 jobs are running at any given time,
and tens of thousands of jobs submitted by users from various experiments are idle at any one
time, competing for resources in the job queue.
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3.

The framework and detailed design
Figure 2 shows the framework of this HTC computing resource management system. It
consists of the following principal components: a cluster information management module,
computing resource management module, service monitoring module, data analysis module,
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needs to be realized in two steps. The first step is to locate the computing resources that can be
allocated to HTCondor. The second step is to filter out the computing resources that can be
allocated to each type of application by combining the application characteristics of HTC and the
attributes of computing resources. Then, generate the list of applications that can be supported at
any point in time for each computing resource.
At the IHEP computing cluster environment, some support systems are deployed to
guarantee the stability of all computing services in the cluster, such as Cluster Information
Management system, Cluster Monitoring system and Open Maintain Analysis Toolkits (OMAT).
Cluster Information Management system records key information of computing cluster, and
provides equipment management, experiment management and account management. The
equipment management function is used to record the status of the equipment, such as in
preparation, in repair, in use, scrapped; the purpose of equipment, such as storage server, cluster
login node, HTC computing node, HPC computing node, GPU computing node, management
server, etc; the experiment which purchase the equipment, such as BESIII, LHAASO etc. Based
on this function, cluster administrator configures the appropriate software deployment template
according to the purpose of equipment, and updates the equipment status to “in use” when the
equipment’s software environment is ready. The experiment management function is used to
record the experiment information supported by the cluster, such as which data access paths are
required for the normal operation of the experimental job, the type of experimental job is HTC
job or HPC job, etc. Cluster administrator update the system environment of all work nodes for
the newly added experiment information so as to support the operation of all experiment jobs.
The account management function is used to record the cluster account name, account
membership experiment, account status and other information. Nagios [10], an open source
software tool, has been deployed to implement the cluster service monitoring function. The cluster
service monitoring system configures different detection service lists according to the properties
of the devices. In order to ensure the normal operating environment of each HTC experiment job,
some necessary service monitoring agents are configured for HTC computing nodes, such as
whether the data storage path and software storage path of each experiment are accessible,
whether the memory and local disk space of the node are exhausted, etc. Open Maintain Analysis
Toolkits (OMAT), is an integrated framework based on a variety of open-source tools, which
supports real-time data collection, fast correlation analysis of data from various data sources, has
a variety of warning methods, and provides fast index, efficient query and rich visualization
functions for monitoring data. Over the past few years, these support systems have kept HTC
experiments running smoothly.
With the rapid growth of the scale of computing resources and the complex scheduling
strategy of multiple experiments sharing resources, in order to achieve more efficient scheduling
efficiency of HTC computing resources, a new generation of HTC computing resources
management system, which based on Cluster Information Management system, Cluster
Monitoring system and Open Maintain Analysis Toolkits, is designed and implemented.
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policy update module and so on. The resource management system provides three interfaces for
interactive operations for administrators and contains five main automated data analysis steps..

3.1 Cluster information management module
The Cluster Information Management Module is a part of Cluster Information Management
system, provides information on cluster equipment types, current device status, and experiments
supported by the cluster. When the software environment of the new device is deployed, or the
hardware failure causes the equipment to be unable to provide service, the cluster administrator
will change the equipment state information recorded by this module in time, the same as “action
A”.
3.2 Computing resource management module
Computing resource management module, as the most core module in the framework,
undertakes the functions of resource management, policy management and state management. It
contains resource management database and resource management portal.
The resource management database is designed with several data tables to records the
necessary information for resources sharing scheme, as show in figure 3.
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Figure 2: The framework of HTCondor resource management at IHEP
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1. The table “nodeinfo” is used to maintain a list of current available resources to the HTC
scheduler, by periodically synchronizing equipment, which type is HTC computing cluster node
and status is “in use”, from the cluster information management module, the same as “step1_A”.
The “sync_operation” field of this table is used to maintain the update status of the node's policy,
that is, whether the latest resource sharing policy is successfully deployed on the node (this
operation is performed in “step4_execute”). Under special circumstances, some nodes that already
exist in the “nodeinfo” table will be temporarily removed from the computing resource pool by
the cluster administrator through the resource management portal for debugging experimental
jobs or other purposes. The “blackstatus” field of these nodes will be set to “black”, which means
that these nodes are prohibited from providing computing services (this operation is performed in
“action C”).
2. The table “experiment” is used to maintain a list of experiments that HTC can support,
also by synchronizing experiment information from the cluster information management module,
the same as “step1_A”. This table is also used “blackstatus” field to record the resource sharing
policy supported by each experiment. This content of this field is white, which means that newly
added computing resources support receiving the job of this experiment by default; content of this
field is gray, which means that newly added computing resources do not support receiving the job
of this experiment by default, and the administrator needs to configure the computing resources
of this experiment separately; content of this field is black, which means that the entire computing
resource is prohibited from receiving the job of this experiment, and will no longer provide
computing services for the experiment.
3. The table “service” is used to maintain information about the monitoring services
deployed by the Cluster Service Monitoring System, by synchronizing Nagios’s backend database,
the same as “step1 B”. The status of newly introduced service is inactive by default, and will be
change to activated status after the administrator associate it with some experiments.
4. The table “exp_service_relation” is used to record the mapping information between
services and experiments, that is, which experiments are affected by each service exception on
nodes. The “blackstatus” field of newly introduced experiment is “black” by default, and will be
change to “gray” or “white” after the administrator associate it with some services (this operation
is performed in “action C”).
6
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Figure 3: The main database table information of the resource management database
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5. The table “experiment-node-black-with-manual” is used to record the mapping
relationship between nodes and experiments, that is, which experiment each node is assigned to
support (this operation is performed in “action C”). Newly introduced nodes are allocated by
default to those experiments that support full node sharing.
6. The table “experiment-node-black-with-monitor” is used to record the relationship
between the node where the abnormal service occurs and the experiment which affected by the
service (this operation is performed in “step3_record”).

Figure 5: The service-experiment configuration webpage of resource management portal

Figure 6: The nodes configuration webpage of resource management portal
The Resource Management Portal provides a configuration entry for cluster administrators,
as shown in as show in figure 4. It presents the status of current experiments, services, and nodes
to cluster administrators, the same as “step1_AB”. It is also used to query and configure the
7
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Figure 4: The index webpage of resource management portal
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resource sharing relationships of each node and experiment that is shown in Figure 5, and the
association relationships of experiments and services that is shown in Figure 6, these operations
are performed in “action C”. Any configuration changes related to the node or service will affect
the update status of the node’s policy, the same as “step1_C”.
3.3 Service monitoring module

3.4 Data analysis module
The Data Analysis Module, as a typical stream processing and analysis task in the OMAT
data analysis module, is used to associate the latest service monitoring data of the worker node
with the configured worker node sharing strategy, and analyze the sharing strategy that the node
actually needs to provide. The specific implementation steps include the following parts.
1. The service status monitoring function, which is responsible for real-time collection of
the current monitored node list and abnormal service information of these nodes, as shown in
Figure 7 . The output of these commands is pushed to the OMAT module via FileBeat[11], a popular
log collection tool, the same as “step3_from_monitoring”.

Figure7: Commands and output results for real-time collection of monitoring information
2. Locate unmonitored computing resources and triggers resource exception alerts, by
comparing the set of nodes from “nodeinfo” table with the set of current monitored node from
Nagios. Sets the state of these nodes to “require synchronization” and disables these node’s
sharing state. This function is used to monitor and remedy the situation that the actual monitored
object of the cluster monitoring module is inconsistent with the node to be monitored due to some
unknown reasons.
3. Create a temporary node sharing policy, by analysis of the latest abnormal service
information of nodes and the mapping between services and experiments from table
8
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The Service Monitoring Module, based on Nagios monitoring tool, periodically retrieves
node information from the “nodeinfo” table and updates the node list that needs to be included in
the HTC cluster monitoring service template, the same as “step 2”. When the computing cluster
environment changes, the monitoring administrator will adds new monitoring services according
to the requirements of the operation environment of the experiment, like “action B”.
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3.5 Policy update module
The policy update module, which is deployed on every HTC worker node, listen for policy
information from the data analysis module using the NRPE service, receive and analyze the new
sharing policy to create scheduler configuration and reload “StartD” service, the same as “step5”.
4.

Information visualization webpage of HTC resource management system
The HTC resource management system has been deployed and running at IHEP computing
center for more than two years, and the computing resources are allocated to different experiment .
At the same time, the resource scheduling management information visualization webpage is
designed in order to show the computing cluster management state to cluster administrator. It
contains these following panels.

9
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“exp_service_relation”, the same as “step3_from_db”. The abnormal service name of the node,
the latest check time of the exception status, the specific affected experiment and other
information are updated to “experiment-node-black-with-monitor” table. If the abnormal service
information of the node has been recorded in this table, directly update the detection time field of
the abnormal service, otherwise, insert the new abnormal service information of the node and set
the content of “nodeinfo” table’s “sync_operation” field to “unsync”, the same as “step4 record”.
4. The temporary node sharing policy is maintained based on the following two rules.
Instantly change the experiment sharing policy for nodes affected by the abnormal service, to
prevent abnormal job running environments from persistently causing job errors. After the
abnormal service of the node has been repaired for a period of time, the node will recover the
sharing policy for the experiment which is impacted by the service. This recovery strategy is used
to reduce the impact of monitoring service jitter on job scheduling. After any abnormal service
related to worker nodes is detected, it is recorded in the “experiment-node-black-with-monitor”
table forthwith. Abnormal service information that has not been updated for a long time means
that the service has been repaired and the data will be deleted from “experiment-node-black-withmonitor” table.
5. Get a list of nodes that need to be updated by querying the “sync_operation” field of
“nodeinfo” table. Compare the sharing policy for nodes assigned by cluster administrators with
the temporary sharing policy effected by the result of these nodes’ monitoring service, create the
sharing policy of nodes. Then get the node sharing state from “blackstatus” field of “nodeinfo”
table and the experiment sharing state from “blackstatus” field of “experiment” table, the sharing
policy is adjusted again. In order to improve the update efficiency, these policy files are
concurrently actively pushed and deployed on nodes using the “check_nrpe” command. At last,
modify the node’s “sync_operation” field from “unsync” to “sync” based on the execution result,
the same as “step4_excute”.
6. The worker node heartbeat monitoring function, which is responsible for collection the
set of nodes communicating with the HTC scheduler, by command “condor_status -master -pool”,
the same as “step3_from_schedluer”.
7. Detect the missing computing resources and trigger resource exception alerts, by
comparing the set of sharing nodes from “nodeinfo” table with the set of current active nodes with
the scheduler.
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Currently, it manages more than 1200 HTC computing devices, including physical
computing resources and virtual computing resources, as shown in figure 8.

Figure 9: The nodes’ information of HTCondor resource management
Figure 9 shows the nodes that are currently disconnected from the scheduler and the history
log of the synchronization node from the cluster information management module.

Figure 10: The services’ information of HTCondor resource management
Figure 10 shows a list of monitoring services that currently cover computing resources and
which experiment are affected by them.
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Figure 8: The distribution of HTC computing resources
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Figure 11: The nodes’ sharing strategy change log

Figure 12: The nodes’ sharing policy based on monitoring service
Detect abnormal service information from Nagios in real time, analyze policies based on
features, and disable or restore resource-sharing services between nodes and experiments, as
shown in Figure 12.
5.

Conclusions and Future Research
HTCondor computing resource management system based on the data acquisition and data
stream processing functions of the OMAT module has been applied in the IHEP computing
cluster. Based on data stream processing technology, the service monitoring information, service
and experiment mapping relationship, node and experiment mapping relationship are combined
to realize the dynamic adjustment of node and experiment sharing policy. The system avoids the
situation that abnormal service nodes cause abnormal jobs, and ensures the stability of
computing services. Separately provide resource management, experiment management, and
service management configuration webpages to provide convenience for cluster administrators
to manage resources. The implementation of idle resource warning strategy further guarantees
the full utilization of resources. The resource management information visualization webpage
presents detailed computing resource information to help administrators understand the cluster
resource usage.
At IHEP, Slurm scheduling system is used to manage High Performance Computing
(HPC) experiments. The current resource management system will be further improved to
support efficient management of both HTC and HPC computing resources.
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The administrator can modify the allocation policy of the node through resource
management portal, and the computing resources that are not covered by the monitoring are
forbidden to be provided to the experiment service. The nodes’ sharing strategy change log are
shown as figure 11.
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